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A PILLAR FOR PEACE 
Nicolien Klassen-Wiebe 

Good morning. When I was asked to do the reflection 
for Peace Sunday, I decided to do what I already do 
every day in my work as a writer: I put on my jour-
nalist hat and investigated the history of Charleswood 
Mennonite Church’s peace pole.

Now, if you’re like me, you might have stopped no-
ticing the peace pole that stands outside the entrance 
of our church. Just like you get used to the artwork 
hanging in your living room or the photos on your 
fridge, walking by them so often that you don’t always 
“see” them anymore, you might have gotten used to 
our peace landmark.

The nine-foot post says “May Peace Prevail on Earth” 
in eight different languages: German, Spanish, An-
ishinabe Mowen, English, Hebrew, Greek, Korean, 
and Arabic. It was planted on October 2, 2011, which, 

for some of you, might feel like just yesterday; but for 
others it is half a lifetime ago and yet others weren’t 
attending Charleswood at that time.  

The idea for installing a peace pole at Charleswood 
came from Esther Epp-Tiessen, Rudy Friesen, and 
others in the Peace and Justice Group. Rudy ordered 
the word plaques and bought the pole, and then the 
congregation gathered to install it.

Now, I have photographic evidence that I was appar-
ently there, right in the front, but I had to refer to Rudy 
and Esther’s memories for what actually happened — 
and many of you might recall it in even more detail. 

We read a responsive litany together, and, in the words 
of the litany, prayed for peace in our families, congre-
gation, neighbourhood, and wider world, and dedicat-
ed our lives to “the work of spreading peace, righteous-
ness, and truth” and “promot[ing] peace in all places 
we visit and all people we meet.” 



Something new that I learned, is that prior to this, 
Rudy had gone around to the other churches in 
Charleswood, asking if they wanted take part in the 
initiative. Those that joined agreed to attend each 
other’s planting ceremonies. And so Rudy attended the 
United Church’s, and we too had guests at our planting.

But these monuments aren’t found only here in Man-
itoba. They are a global movement! It’s estimated that 
there are more than 200,000 peace poles in almost 200 
countries. Located everywhere from Poland to Tas-
mania, Nigeria to Argentina, the International Peace 
Gardens on the Canada/US border, and even appar-
ently the Himalayas and the Pyramids, these poles are 
international symbols of peace. 

According to the academic source of Wikipedia, the 
Peace Pole Project was first thought up in 1955 by 
Masahisa Goi in Japan. It is now run by “May Peace 
Prevail On Earth International,” a non-profit organiza-
tion associated with the United Nations Department of 
Public Information. 

Hundreds of cultures, languages, faiths (and no faith 
affiliation at all) are represented through these peace 
poles. Similarly, they are installed for many differ-
ent reasons. Esther thinks that one of the reasons for 
Charleswood was the war in Afghanistan. That year, 
2011, marked 10 years since Canada’s military troops 
began fighting in Afghanistan shortly after 9/11 hap-
pened. Many felt frustration and anger at the war that 
was still raging on.

Another part of the inspiration was the fact that people 
at Charleswood cared about peace and justice issues, 
and they wanted to be a public witness to that within 
the broader society. The peace pole was just one small 
way to do so.

Being a peace church has been and continues to be 
integral to Charleswood’s identity. And while some 
may differ in opinion on how central it is, it’s clear 
that peace and justice is still an important pillar of 
Charleswood. The push to create a specific “peace and 
justice” category in our visioning process earlier this 
year is just one recent example of this priority.

As we continue to vision, move forward, and be church 
together, our peace pole will continue to welcome 
everyone who walks through Charleswood’s doors — 

with the message: “May Peace Prevail on Earth.”

(Shared with Charleswood Mennonite Church on  
November 8, 2020)

A MENNONITE EXODUS 
Helmut Harder

So, this morning we have focused on the escape of 
the children of Israel from Egypt. This is an event that 
occurred about 3000 B.C. We call it the Exodus. But 
the Exodus story was not lost in the dust of history. 
Fast-forward some three millennia to the 20th century, 
and we have what Frank Epp has called the “Menno-
nite Exodus.” He tells the story of how, between the 
years 1924 and 1929, some 20,000 of our Mennonite 
people undertook a trek from Russia to Canada. Like 
the escape of the people of Israel from Egypt, this  
20th century Mennonite Exodus has also been viewed 
as an escape from the clutches of suppression — not 
from a Pharaoh but from a political milieu that 
brought havoc to a relatively peaceful Mennonite  
community. 

The Mennonite Exodus even had a so-called “Men-
nonite Moses.” His name was David Toews.* He did 
not live in Moscow or Leningrad, but in Rosthern, SK. 
You will find the Toews story in my book, David Toews 
Was Here 1870-1947. Toews took major responsibility 
for clearing the pathway for the migration of about 
20,000 people to Canada, and for getting them settled 
here. The centrepiece of his work involved negotiating 
a $400,000 line of credit with the Canadian Pacific 
Railway to cover immigrant travel costs. Like Moses, 
Toews was judged harshly by occasionally disgruntled 
immigrants. What had Toews gotten them into? And 
some wanted to return to the “fleshpots of Egypt.” But 
by and large the immigrants were thankful to him, 
especially when letters kept arriving about persecution 
of friends and relatives left behind. 

Many of us in Charleswood Mennonite Church are de-
scendents of the Mennonite Exodus. (If you add in the 
other two similar migrations in Canadian Mennonite 
History, I would estimate that well over half of CMC 
attenders are descendents of the three major migra-
tions — of the 1870s, the 1920s, and the post-WW2 
influx of Mennonite migrants.)



I leave you with a quotation from the journal of my 
grandfather, Rev. Abram H. Harder. These lines were 
written on the 8th of August, 1924: 

At long last my years of hoping and longing are 
about to be fulfilled. A few more hours of sailing 
on the Empress of France, and we touch Cana-
dian soil in Quebec. Today is my birthday. I am 
45 years of age and I cry out with the Psalmist 
in Psalm 119:45, “and I will walk at liberty, for I 
seek thy precepts.”

On the day of my birth my mother placed me into 
a cradle in Kleefeld, Taurien, Russia — Today the 
waves of fate gently rock me unto the shores of 
America. Where will I find a home for myself and 
my large family? Where will we find a place for 
our daily pursuits? How many days will there be 
for us in this strange, new land? With mixed feel-
ings and emotions, and yet with the deep convic-
tion that I have done the right thing I cry out with 
the words, “My God, my hope is in thee.”

On that day the SS Empress of France was making its 
way up the St. Lawrence into the Quebec city harbour. 
Among the 1250 persons on board were my grandpar-
ents and seven of their eight children, including my fa-
ther, Abram A. Harder, who was 18 years of age at the 
time. Coincidentally, my birth mother, Maria Braun, 
who was 14 at the time, was also on board. The two, 
Maria and Abram, did not ‘take note’ of each other 
until some years later when, again coincidentally, the 
Harder and Braun families settled in the same location, 
Arnaud, Manitoba. Abram and Maria married there in 
1930. 

* You may want to read the book I wrote about him: 
David Toews Was Here 1870-1947, and also Frank Epp’s 
Mennonite Exodus.

(Shared with Charleswood Mennonite Church on  
October 25, 2020)

HAVE YOU GOT A WORD FOR THAT?
Elsie Rempel

Part of what we enjoy in our contacts with a Menno-
nite Congregation in Germany is the German pen-
chant for creating new compound words to express 

themselves precisely. It seems other Canadians enjoy 
this as well. I recently heard 2 interviews with German 
linguists on CBC who claimed that the Germans have 
invented 1200 new terms to describe their experience 
with the COVID19 Pandemic, which they call the 
Carona Pandemie. 

Here are a few of my favourite new German words 
with English explanations. I hope you enjoy them, too:

1. Carona-angst: Fear of COVID
2. Caronamüde: Pandemic tired
3. Caronafrizur: COVID hairdo
4. Schnutenpulli: A pullover for your snout (face 

mask)
5. Spuckschutzscheibe: A spit protector shield (face 

shield) 
6. Flockdown: A combination of Flocken/Snowflakes 

and Lockdown. They recently had some snow days 
so they felt doubly locked down.

7. Öffnungsdiscussionsordnung: The endless discus-
sions and rules about when to open up again.

8. 1.5 Metergesellschaft: The society of those who 
keep a 1.5 Metre distance form each other.

9. Impfneid: Jealousy of those who have been vacci-
nated.

10. Impfdrängler: Those who wrangle a vaccination 
before it is their turn.

And finally, my favourite:
11. The Fußgruss: The foot greeting. Germans love 

to shake hands as a form of greeting, so now they 
each extend a right foot until they touch the foot of 
the other person.

UNE JEUNE PUCELLE
from the Voices Together accompaniment resource

UNE JEUNE PUCELLE (“A Young Maid”) is a sec-
ular French chanson dating from the sixteenth cen-
tury. This tune is often associated with “Twas in the 
Moon of Wintertime (The Huron Carol)”, a text that 
has a long and complicated history tied to the coloni-
zation and missionization of Canada and the rest of 
North America.

In the mid-1600s, a Jesuit priest in Quebec used this 
tune to write a Christmas song in the Wendat lan-
guage, using words and images intended to be familiar 
to Indigenous people there. Much later, the Wendat 



text was adapted to French and English in ways that 
significantly altered the meaning, changing imagery 
and indiscriminately interchanging multiple Indige-
nous cultures. Indigenous people today hold varying 
views on “Twas in the Moon of Wintertime”; some 
value the connection to its original language and sym-
bolism, while others experience deep pain stemming 
from disrespect and misappropriation of culture. In 
the context of a long history of stolen land and culture, 
these concerns should be taken seriously.

In an effort to reduce harm, UNE JEUNE PUCELLE 
is presented here with a twenty-first-century text that 
emphasizes care for God’s creation. Singing this text 
does not heal racial relationships. It is not an end in 
itself toward reconciliation. It can, however, move us 
toward a more holistic enactment of God’s reign.

MARGARET (RITA) FRIESEN (NÉE HARDER)
February 8, 1936 – March 16, 2021

It is with peace and sadness that we announce the pass-
ing of Margaret Friesen at Extendicare Oakview Place 
in Winnipeg.

Margaret was predeceased by her parents, Anna and 
Johann Harder, three older sisters, two older brothers, 
and her eldest daughter Karen.

Margaret is survived by her husband Henry Irwin 
Friesen, sister Hedy, daughters Kathy and Carol, and 
grandchildren Patrick, Jacqueline, Joshua, Benjamin, 
and Sydney. 

Margaret was born in the RM of 
Hanover in southern Manitoba 
on February 8, 1936. She mar-
ried Irwin on April 18, 1964 in 
Winnipeg, and they soon moved 
to Ottawa where Irwin had been 
working. They moved back to 

Manitoba in 1965 after their daughter Karen was born 
and first lived in Winnipeg, then started farming near 
Rosser in 1969. Daughters Kathy and Carol arrived in 
1967 and 1973. Margaret helped Irwin on the fami-
ly farm until their retirement in the early 1990s. She 
became an excellent gardener and lover of wildlife, 
attracted by the various flowers she grew. There was 
always a bountiful harvest of delicious vegetables and 

fruit from her garden each year. In later years she 
greatly anticipated the arrival of hummingbirds to her 
feeders every summer. Margaret was gifted with a nat-
ural musical ability, learning to play by ear at a young 
age on a pump organ her family had at home. She 
played at her school and at the churches she attended. 
Margaret was a very creative person, developing great 
skill in the sewing, knitting, crocheting, and quilting of 
numerous items for her family. She also endeavoured 
to achieve her high school equivalency through the 
completion of the General Educational Development 
(GED) test later in life, which she was very proud of. 
She passed this love of nature, music, and lifelong 
learning on to her children.

Margaret was a member of the Charleswood Menno-
nite Church in Winnipeg and attended services until 
her health prevented her from doing so. Her faith was 
a very important part of her life.

Mom moved into Oakview Place in early March last 
year due to her declining health, just before the pan-
demic-related lockdowns started. The family ex-
presses their heartfelt thanks and gratitude to all the 
hardworking and dedicated staff at Oakview for their 
kindness and compassionate care for Mom over the 
past year. We also thank the staff at Sturgeon Creek 
Retirement Residence 1, for their kind and generous 
assistance with Mom before going to Oakview.

In accordance with family wishes a private service will 
be held at Chapel Lawn in Winnipeg.

In lieu of flowers, please consider a donation to the Alz-
heimer’s Society of Manitoba or to Canada’s Diversity 
Gardens through the Assiniboine Park Conservancy. 

TRADITIONAL RITUAL AS CHRISTIAN 
WORSHIP: DANGEROUS SYNCRETISM 
OR NECESSARY HYBRIDITY?
by R. Daniel Shaw & William R. Burrows, eds.  
(Orbis Books, 2018), 287 pp.
reviewed by Titus Funk Guenther

Jesus does not replace the message of Creator sent 
to his peoples, He completes the messages they 
brought. He does not take away the ceremonies, He 
restores and strengthens them. His path is not that 



of assimilation, nor of destruction, but of peace, 
healing, restoration, and walking humbly with the 
Creator as the people He made us to be. I am in no 
way bound or oppressed by following Jesus, but free 
to follow Him on the Red Road, and take my place 
dancing before the Sacred Fire. 
– One Hot Mama, Native American artist (p.v)

The above quotation encapsulates well the recurring 
theme of “hybrid Christianity” in the dozen case 
studies of inculturating or contextualizing the gospel. 
On its brilliant cover, with a scene 
of the ‘Last Supper’, artist Peter 
Dambui casts Jesus and the disciples 
with Melanesian features (ii); this 
is analogous to Gabriel Kuman’s 
work contextualizing the Eucharist 
in the Simbu Pig-Kill Festival in 
his chapter (54ff.). But more than 
Melanesian-izing the scene, Dam-
bui’s portrait links the beginning of 
Jesus’ public ministry (of the Word) 
— reading from the scroll of Isaiah 
(Luke 4:16ff.) — with the Last Sup-
per (Luke 22:7-20), thus fusing the 
Old and New Testaments together 
“in his blood” (ii).

Apart from providing a helpful 
theological-anthropological foun-
dation by its Western editors, Shaw 
and Burrows (chaps. 1 & 2), the other contributors are 
indigenous scholars. Readers are reminded by these 
scholars “that God was in Melanesia [and elsewhere] 
before the arrival of the first missionaries” (59, pas-
sim). In order not to impose “foreign” worship pat-
terns, the “Gospel communicators” (19) must study 
traditional rituals and ceremonies by which pre- or 
non-Christian peoples relate to the Creator. Indeed, 
“[t]his book revolves around using traditional ele-
ments from a society’s pre-Christian past and present 
and find[s] ways to incorporate these elements into 
meaningful Christian worship in a biblically respon-
sible way” (xxiv).  Since the gospel is born into hu-
man culture through the Incarnation, it can never be 
“culture-free” (159) and so, argues Burrows, we must 
recognize “that Texans, Swedes, Italians, Peruvians, 
and Xhosa are all hybrid Christians” (30).

This volume is filled with astonishing examples of 
hybrid forms of worship. Analyzing the Costa Rican 
indigenous myth and ceremony, El Baile de la Yegüi-
ta (the dance of the little mare) — the basis for the 
Nicoyan Indigenous’ annual community-building and 
reconciliation festival — Osias Segura-Guzman and lo-
cal pastor Gerardo conclude: “‘We can be 100 percent 
Costa Rican and 100 percent Christian’” (53). Similarly, 
two popes, on past visits to Africa, clearly agree when 
declaring that their hosts can be at once “authentically 
African and authentically Christian.” i 

For several contributors, honouring 
the ancestors holds center stage in 
traditional worship, for example, 
Nigeria’s Igbos, Koreans, Mela-
nesian peoples, and others. The 
chapters’ authors, with frequent 
reference to Shaw and Burrows’ 
theoretical frame of reference, 
demonstrate that rather than being 
a hindrance, the traditional forms 
of honoring the ancestors offer an 
excellent, non-alienating means for 
building a hybrid Christianity in 
dialogue with God’s biblically re-
vealed “ultimate purpose” for each 
particular group and humanity as a 
whole. To exemplify, J.K. Daimoi’s 
treatise on “Ancestors as a Bridge 
to Understanding Jesus,” maintains 
that “the Epistle to the Hebrews can 

provide the basis for inserting the ancestors into God’s 
plan of salvation and for understanding the work of Je-
sus” (205-220, here 206). The Sentanian ancestors may 
be counted among the “cloud of witnesses” (Heb. 11) 
that merits their respect and honour.  But “Jesus…is at 
once the ancestor and the high priest of all ancestors” 
(211). Jesus, who “is uniquely the Son of God…offers 
human beings eternal life, which the ancestors cannot 
provide” (218-219); therefore, Jesus alone is worthy of 
all humanity’s worship.

In another example, Cheryl Bear of the Nadleh 
Whut’en First Nation community in British Columbia, 
looks at a common traditional ceremony, the smudge, 
to show how this can serve to further one’s devotion 
to God (190). Bear explains, “[t]he smudge is a cleans-
ing or purification ceremony” (191). Avoiding “syn-
cretism,” — ‘denial and condemnation of old beliefs 



and practices’ or their ‘uncritical acceptance’ (191f.) 
— Bear shows that these traditional ceremonies actu-
ally anticipate fulfilment in Christ, saying: “All North 
American Indigenous cleansing ceremonies point 
directly to Jesus…the cleansing sacrifice” (202). 

After the horrors of the European invasion, including 
land theft, cultural genocide, destruction of families, 
we may well ask with former Prime Minister Paul 
Martin: “‘After all this history, why are you even Chris-
tians?’” (192). Bear’s answer “is that the story of Jesus 
is much older than our encounter with Europeans.”ii 
Bear affirms the full unity of Jesus and Creator and 
that “Jesus has perfectly revealed Creator.” Moreover, 
she argues: “Today Jesus walks onto the reservation 
through his body, the church…the church must be an 
Indigenous church…one’s worship must be Indigenous 
and authentic: worship, ceremony, values, instruments, 
methods, institutions, and life” (198). Bear credits 
Native theologian, Richard Twiss, with “help[ing] us 
understand how the Holy Spirit is introducing new 
ideas of being both Native and ‘Christian’ while walk-
ing with Jesus” (193).

It is hard to overestimate the potential impact on 
world Christianity of ethnic churches increasingly 
leaving behind an imposed syncretistic Western-style 
worship and adopting instead participatory, hybrid, 
homegrown forms of worship, which result when 
traditional core ceremonies find both their fulfilment 
and transfiguration through the biblical dialogue in 
which its practitioners take leading roles. Concluding 
his chapter, John Sanjeevakumar Gupta of India rightly 
compares its significance to the birth of the Modern 
Missionary Movement (MMM): “Just as William Carey 
started the age of modern mission when he arrived in 
India in 1793, we are at the beginning of an age of new 
missiological understanding” (236). 

As a result of the MMM, the Christian church became 
a truly world-wide reality. The result of this growing 
“new missiological understanding” that encourag-
es hybrid Christian worship, Sanjeevakumar Gupta 
predicts, will be mission that “allows the Holy Spirit 

to create…images of Christ acceptable…within [the 
hearers’] own cultural milieu (Rom 8:29)” (236). Nor 
is this simply aspirational, futuristic; while this is early 
days, Sanjeevakumar Gupta already exults today: “The 
word ‘Emmanuel’ now brings a new realization to my 
life: God dwelling in the midst of God’s people, wher-
ever they are found” (236).  Judging by the reports of 
the other contributors, his is part of a chorus of hybrid 
Christians.

i Robert J. Schreiter, ed., Faces of Jesus in Africa, Orbis 
Books: Maryknoll, N.Y., 1994, viii;  Schreiter asserts: “a new 
style of Christianity needs to emerge that does not bifurcate 
the African Christian – making the African Christian reject 
a cultural heritage and identity in order to become a Chris-
tian. Popes Paul VI and John Paul II reiterated the theme of 
being authentically African and authentically Christian 
in their visits to Africa” (emphasis added). 
In the book, a group of African theologians set to work 
helping their readers visualize the “face of Jesus” via famil-
iar cultural categories like Ancestor, Elder Brother, Healer, 
Initiation Master, Liberator, etc. Invariably, their Jesus fills 
these roles to overflowing, thus making Jesus the unsur-
passed measure of these traditional cultural roles, and so 
transforming and crowning them with ultimate fulfilment.

ii Douglas Waruta, similarly notes that despite the “grossly 
tainted” “Western models of Christian leadership,” Africans 
are undeterred: “Jesus we know, and His disciple Paul; 
but you [Western message bearers], who are you?” What is 
their clue? “When seen in the Gospels, he is easily known 
— by the scars on his hands and body from being crucified. 
Africans know how to look for these scars. Jesus supplied 
them in plenty.” Faces of Jesus in Africa, p. 63.



RELFECTING ON THIS 
PAST WINTER
Mildred Schroeder

Now that spring is appearing, I was 
looking back on the unusual winter 
we have been through. Our first 
comment is probably “It’s been bor-
ing and uneventful,” but I’m sure 
you have had several highlights just 
as I have.

First of all, our family has rejoiced 
every time we hear of another step 
in Lynette‘s recovery from her year 
ago diagnosis of lymphoma. Then 
when the skating trail on the river 
was busy with young and old en-
joying the opportunity of exercise 
and fresh air, Ruth Schroeder, my 
daughter-in-law, suggested we try 
out a ride on her “kick sled.” It is a 
collapsible lightweight sled which 
glides easily with just a small push 
by a skater. It was so much fun that 
we did it on two occasions!

Then last Thursday on that beau-
tiful sunny day, we took Lynette 
and her wheelchair to the English 
Gardens for her first ride out that 
wasn’t heading to a hospital or 
doctors office. We are all smiling 
behind the masks.

So thankful for each event.



SUNDAY SCHOOL
Vanessa Wiehler 

Here are Emma and Heidi participating in Sunday 
School at home. Thanks for all of the lessons and vid-
eos Laura (Thiessen)! They continue to learn about the 
stories of Jesus and add to their “Jesus Alphabet.” Now 
they are starting to create a stained glass piece of art as 
part of the Lent Sunday School classes. Each Sunday 
they’ll add a new colour to the window as they learn 
the stories of Easter.

NEWS

Since Janice has retired from teaching, Milton has 
decided to retire from farming as well. We have sold 
some of our farmland and will be renting out the rest. 
We have purchased a 30 acre lot near St. Eustache 
where we will be building a house in the next couple 
of years. We covet your prayers for this transition and 
adventure. Anyone interested in swinging a hammer? 
~ Milton Friesen and Janice Dueck 

Send in your stories, reflections, news, etc. to Karen 
Guenther, Pat Turenne, or Joel Rempel for the next 
issue of The Grapevine

thegrapevine.cmc@gmail.com


